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Topic 0, A
A 

Choose two statements that are correct for AutoPatch running in Test Mode. (Choose two.)
 
A. It Relinks any executables. 
B. It does not record patch history. 
C. It reads and validates the patch driver's file. 
D. It generates any forms, reports, PL/SQL libraries, or menu files. 
E. It copies any files from the patch directory to the installation area. 
 

Answer: B,C

 

 

You have successfully completed preclone on the application tier node. 
 
 
Which application tier file system needs to be copied from the source applications node to
the target node for completing postclone successfully on the target node? 
 
 
1 .<APPL_TOP> 
 
2 .<INST_TOP> 
 
3.<AS Tools ORACLE_HOME> 
 
4.<AS Web IAS_ORACLE_HOME> 
 
5. oraInventory
 
A. 1, 3, 4 
B. 1, 3, 5 
C. 2, 3, 4 
D. 1, 2 ,4 
E. 1, 2, 3 
F. 2, 3, 5 
 

Answer: A
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Your patch was applied and finished without encountering any error during the process.
Which is NOT a correct part of the postpatch process?
 
A. updating the MLS 
B. removing any obsolete files 
C. restarting all server processes 
D. cleaning up the log, restarting and out directories 
E. pinning packages and sequences in the System Global Area 
F. performing any manual steps on the basis of readme.txt of the patch 
G. using the Change Maintenance Mode option of AD Administration to enable
maintenance mode 
 

Answer: G

 

 

During the AutoUpgrade process, a worker process fails to complete the assigned job, and
updates the status as failed. The Review worker status window of AD Controller also
shows that the worker status is failed. The log file shows that one of the tables that needs
to be updated is locked, and the worker is waiting for the lock to be released and timed out.
If the job is deferred after the worker fails, what do you do next?
 
A. Resolve the error and restart the failed job. 
B. Review the worker log file and resolve the error. 
C. Restart the failed job and verify the worker status. 
D. No immediate action is required unless the job fails again. 
 

Answer: D

 

 

Which patch establishes the compatibility of the current version of Oracle Applications with
the newer version of the database or technology stack component?
 
A. diagnostic 
B. translation 
C. new feature 
D. intraoperability 
E. interoperability 
 

Answer: E
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Identify four scenarios in the Oracle Applications R12 E-Business Suite environment in
which you would need to run AutoConfig. (Choose four.)
 
A. after relinking product libraries 
B. after restoring a previous configuration 
C. after registering products and languages 
D. after using AD Splicer to add a product to the existing stack 
E. after adding a new variable to the existing context parameters 
F. after using the Oracle Applications Manager (OAM) shopping cart 
 

Answer: B,C,D,E

 

 

Oracle Workflow provides infrastructure for the enterprise wide communication of data.
This data is related to defined business events, providing capabilities needed to _____.
(Choose three.)
 
A. manage concurrent processing 
B. streamline and automate transaction flows 
C. notify users about specific database exceptions 
D. support standard and personalized business rules 
E. deliver notification emails to any Oracle Applications or Internet user 
 

Answer: B,D,E

 

 

The Applications Context file has been accidentally deleted and <INST_TOP> was also lost
accidentally. How do you restore the Applications Context file?
 
A. Execute $ perl <INST_TOP>/clone/bin/adclonectx.pl retrieve on the application tier. 
B. Execute $ perl <COMMON_TOP>/clone/bin/adclonectx.pl retrieve on the application
tier. 
C. Execute $ perl <ORACLE_HOME>/appsutil/clone/bin/adclonectx.pl retrieve on the
database tier. 
D. Execute $ perl <ORACLE_HOME>/appsutil/clone/bin/adclonectx.pl retrieve on the
application tier. 
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Answer: B

 

 

Identify three application-tier technology components used in Oracle Applications Release
12. (Choose three.)
 
A. Jserv 
B. Oracle Developer 10g 
C. Oracle JDeveloper 9i 
D. Application Server 10.1 
E. Oracle HTTP Server/Apache 10.1.3 
 

Answer: B,D,E

 

 

You installed Oracle Applications Release 12 as a multi-node system where every node
has a separate APPL_TOP. 
 
 
Consider the following configuration:
 
 
Node 1 hosts Forms server and Web server. 
 
Node 2 hosts batch processing services and database server. 
 
 
As per the above configuration, which values will you find in the Applications Context file of
Node 1? (Choose all that apply.)
 
A. s_isAdWeb = Yes 
B. s_isAdConc = Yes 
C. s_isAdAdmin = No 
D. s_isAdForms = Yes 
E. s_isAdAdmin = Yes 
 

Answer: A,C,D
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Which two statements are correct about Rapid Clone? (Choose two.)
 
A. Rapid Clone does not take care of oraInventory. 
B. Rapid Clone updates only site-level profile options. 
C. Rapid Clone itself does not start the application services automatically on the node. 
D. Rapid Clone automatically creates a control file and brings up the database on the
database tier. 
E. Rapid Clone does not configure the source application printer configuration in the target
system. 
 

Answer: B,D

 

 

What are the three benefits of the Oracle Applications Tablespace Model? (Choose three.)
 
A. takes advantage of manual segment management 
B. simplifies maintenance and recovery by using fewer tablespaces 
C. uses locally managed tablespaces, and enables more control over unused space 
D. decreases block-packing compared to the older model, increasing the overall number of
buffer gets 
E. makes best use of the restricted number of raw devices available in Real Application
Clusters (RAC) and other environments 
 

Answer: B,C,E

 

 

As an Applications DBA, you have been asked to apply a patch that updates the
Applications Context file and runs AutoConfig. The application does not work properly with
the new, updated application environment. What should you do to roll back an AutoConfig
session?
 
A. Use the restore.sh script which is located at <INST_TOP>/admin/out/<MMDDhhmm>. 
B. Use the restore.sh script which is located at <INST_TOP>/admin/log/<MMDDhhmm>. 
C. Use the rollback.sh script which is located at <APPL_TOP>/admin/log/<MMDDhhmm>. 
D. Use the rollback.sh script which is located at <INST_TOP>/admin/out/<MMDDhhmm>. 
 

Answer: A
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The Oracle Applications Release 12 processes on the application tier are started
successfully. The Applications database administrator (DBA) must apply a patch while the
users are still using Oracle Applications. 
 
 
According to the instructions from readme.txt of the patch to be applied, only the concurrent
manager process must be shut down before applying the patch. After the patch is applied
successfully, one should start the concurrent manager processes. 
 
 
The Applications DBA performs these steps to apply the patch on the application tier: 
 
 
Step 1: Logs in to the application tier as "applmgr" 
 
Step 2: Changes to the $INST_TOP/admin/scripts directory 
 
Step 3: Executes the adstpall.sh script 
 
Step 4: Applies the patch 
 
Step 5: Checks the log file of the patch for any errors 
 
Step 6: Runs the $INST_TOP/admin/scripts/adstrtal.sh script 
 
 
What do you conclude?
 
A. There are no mistakes in the steps. 
B. In the sixth step, the location of the script is wrong. 
C. In the third step, the adstpall.sh script should not be used. 
D. In the first step, the user should be oracle instead of applmgr. 
 

Answer: C

 

 

What is contained in the FND_APPLICATION_TL table found in the Oracle Applications
R12 database?
 
A. table list of all Oracle Application Object Library (AOL) objects 
B. transaction-load statistics of Application Object Library usage 
C. trigger logic for all Application Object Library (AOL)-related tables 
D. language-translated information about all applications registered with Application Object
Library 
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Answer: D

 

 

Before you apply a patch, you read the readme.txt file. 
 
 
One of the areas of Oracle Applications to which the patch will be applied is JAVA_TOP. 
 
The readme file mentions that you may need to generate product JAR files in the AD
Administration utilities after the patch is applied. 
 
 
When generating product JAR files, the AD Administration utility will prompt you with the
question: Do you want to force the generation of all JAR files? 
 
 
What are the three occasions when you need to force the generation of all JAR files?
(Choose three.)
 
A. after changing your digital signature 
B. after updating to a new Java version 
C. if you find you have missing or out-of-date JAR files 
D. if you are upgrading the Oracle Developer technology stack 
 

Answer: A,B,D

 

 

Which statement is true for Oracle Applications Release 12?
 
A. You need to set $ORACLE_HOME 8.0.6 when adadmin has to be run. 
B. You need to set $ORACLE_HOME 8.1.7 when adadmin has to be run. 
C. You need to set $ORACLE_HOME 10.1.2 when adadmin has to be run. 
D. You need to set $ORACLE_HOME 10.1.3 when adadmin has to be run. 
E. You need to set $ORACLE_HOME 10.2.0.2 when adadmin has to be run. 
 

Answer: C
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Users are encountering issues on Oracle Applications. Though they are able to log in and
view their responsibilities, there are no navigable forms for the responsibilities. 
 
 
They see the following error message: 
 
 
"There are no valid Navigations for this responsibility." 
 
 
There was a patch applied on the Oracle Applications environment before starting the
server processes. The Applications DBA stopped all the server processes. 
 
 
What should you do to solve the error, before starting the server processes?
 
A. Enable Maintenance mode. 
B. Disable Maintenance mode. 
C. Regenerate the menus using adadmin. 
D. Start the database tier listener process. 
E. Run the AD Administration utility and generate the forms. 
 

Answer: B

 

 

Identify which three statements are true about restart files. (Choose three.)
 
A. Each worker has a restart file called adworkxxx.rf9. 
B. All workers have one restart file called adwork.rf9. 
C. By default, AD utilities delete their restart files when processing completes, but leave no
backup versions. 
D. The worker creates the restart file when the manager assigns it a job and deletes the
restart file when it finishes the job. 
E. By default, AD utilities delete their restart files when processing completes, but leave
backup versions with the .bak, .bk2, or .bk3 
extensions. 
F. Restart files are stored in $APPL_TOP/admin/<CONTEXT_NAME>/restart or in
%APPL_TOP%\admin\<CONTEXT_NAME> \restart on 
Windows. 
 

Answer: A,D,E
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In Oracle Applications R12 E-Business Suite, what is the best method to relink the
Application DBA (AD) executable programs?
 
A. Use AD Administration (adadmin). 
B. Use the AD Controller utility (adctrl). 
C. Use AutoConfig to relink (adautocfg.sh). 
D. Use the AD relink command-line utility (adrelink.sh). 
 

Answer: D

 

 

You have a multi-node installation with Forms services and Batch Processing services
configured on separate nodes. You attempt to update the Context variable on the batch
processing node although Oracle Applications Manager (OAM) fails. What should you do to
resolve the problem? (Choose two.)
 
A. Check whether the Web service is up on Forms services. 
B. Check whether the Forms service is up on the middle tier. 
C. Check whether the listener service is up on Forms services. 
D. Check whether the batch processing service is up on the middle tier. 
E. Enable the TNS listener service in the Application's Context file and run AutoConfig. 
 

Answer: C,E

 

 

Identify the environment variable that points to the $COMMON_TOP/java directory in
Oracle Applications R12.
 
A. JDK_TOP 
B. JRE_TOP 
C. JAVA_TOP 
D. JAVA_BASE 
 

Answer: D
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Which two values must be set for changing the temporary directory for log and output files
from the PL/SQL concurrent program? (Choose two.)
 
A. TMP_DIR variable 
B. APPLPTMP variable 
C. APPLTMP parameter 
D. Utl_file_dir parameter 
 

Answer: B,D

 

 

Identify three modes in which AutoPatch can be run, in addition to the normal patch
application mode. (Choose three.)
 
A. hotptch 
B. Test mode 
C. Pre-install mode 
D. Non-interactive operation 
E. Patch Impact Analysis Mode 
 

Answer: B,C,D

 

 

Which three statements about the Applications Context file are true? (Choose three.)
 
A. It is a system configuration file. 
B. It must be edited manually using a text editor. 
C. It is stored in an Oracle Applications Manager (OAM) schema. 
D. It can be downloaded from Oracle Applications Manager (OAM). 
E. It is created by Rapid Install using AutoConfig during installation and upgrade. 
F. It stores all information required to configure an Oracle Applications instance. 
 

Answer: D,E,F

 

 

In Oracle Applications R12, to which directory does the $OA_HTML environment variable
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point?
 
A. $INST_TOP/html 
B. $COMMON_TOP/html 
C. $INST_TOP/webapps/oacore/html 
D. $COMMON_TOP/webapps/oacore/html 
 

Answer: D

 

 

What are the four benefits of using shared APPL_TOP? (Choose four.)
 
A. Disk space requirements are greatly reduced. 
B. Administrative tasks need to be carried out only once, on any node. 
C. There is an increased performance for larger workloads and growing user population. 
D. All active instances can concurrently execute transactions against a shared database. 
E. It provides extensible system architecture; machines can be easily added to an existing
system. 
F. By enabling the use of distributed AD, it improves the efficiency of patch application,
thereby reducing the down time. 
 

Answer: A,B,E,F

 

 

Where is the AutoPatch executable located in Oracle Applications R12?
 
A. $AD_TOP 
B. $AU_TOP/bin 
C. $AD_TOP/bin 
D. $APPL_TOP/admin 
E. $COMMON_TOP/bin 
 

Answer: C

 

 

In which scenario does the Applications DBA need to run the Rapid Clone utility?
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A. There are two systems (Test and Production) for XYZ company. There are invalid
objects being encountered in the Production system. The 
errors are not happening on the Test system. 
The Applications DBA plans to run the Oracle utility on the Production system to fix the
invalid objects. 
B. ABC company has three systems: Development, Test, and Production. Testing of the
Oracle Applications patches are being done on the 
Test system and being promoted to Development for further testing. After the patches are
tested in the Test and Development systems 
without any issues, they would be promoted to the Production system. 
The Applications DBA plans to run the Oracle utility for the promotion of the patch. 
C. There was a hardware disk failure on the Development server. The Development
system was being used to test the application patches. The 
POIUY company has only two systems:  Development and Production. As soon as the
hardware disk failure is resolved on the Development 
server, there is a need to rebuild that Development system. 
The Applications DBA plans to run the Oracle utility to rebuild the Development system. 
D. There is a need for another Oracle Applications system to test the patches to be applied
on the Production system. Currently, QWERT 
company has five Oracle Applications systems including Production. The Production and
Test systems are on Release 12.2.10 and the 
remaining systems are on Release 12.2.9. 
The Applications DBA plans to run the Oracle utility on the Test system to test the patch. 
 

Answer: C

 

 

R12 Rapid Install sets the APPL_TOP directory value to _____.
 
A. <base directory>/<SID>APPL 
B. <base directory>/APPL<SID> 
C. <base directory>/<db_name>APPL 
D. <base directory>/apps/apps_st/appl 
E. <base directory>/<context_name>APPL 
 

Answer: D

 

 

Identify three facts that you should consider when planning a shared APPL_TOP Oracle
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Applications installation. (Choose three.)
 
A. It supports a shared Applications technology stack. 
B. Overall disk space requirements may not be reduced. 
C. It can maximize system availability and meet additional usage requirements. 
D. It provides for utilization of distributed AD, improving patch application efficiency. 
E. Administrative tasks, such as patch application, need to be carried out only once. 
F. It provides flexibility because Oracle homes in a shared APPL_TOP are not required to
be at the same patch level. 
G. It provides versatility because APPL_TOP can be shared across nodes running
operating systems that are not binary compatible. 
 

Answer: C,D,E

 

 

The adovars.env file specifies the location of different types of files, by using various
environment variables. Identify three parameters that are part of this environment file.
(Choose three.)
 
A. FND_TOP 
B. OAH_TOP 
C. JRE_TOP 
D. JAVA_TOP 
E. CLASSPATH 
F. OA_JAVA_TOP 
G. SH_LIBRARY_PATH 
 

Answer: B,D,E

 

 

Oracle Applications produces temporary PL/SQL output files used in concurrent
processing. These files are written to a location on the database server node specified by
the APPLPTMP environment setting. What would be the value of APPLPTMP in the
environment setting?
 
A. the temporary directory used by the operating system 
B. the $COMMON_TOP/temp directory where the common files are located 
C. the last value defined for the UTL_FILE_DIR parameter in the init.ora file 
D. the first value defined for the UTL_FILE_DIR parameter in the init.ora file 
E. the $APPLCSF/out directory where the Applications common output files are located 
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Answer: D

 

 

Which piece of information is captured as part of the Patch Impact Analysis of a particular
patch?
 
A. prerequisite patches that can be merged and applied 
B. objects that would be rendered invalid after applying the patch 
C. objects that would be dropped from the database during patch application 
D. prerequisite patches required by the patch along with the readme of each patch 
 

Answer: D

 

 

John and Peter are working for the same project and handling the same environment called
TEST. John receives a request to apply a big patch on the TEST environment. He stops all
services and starts applying this patch. At the time when d-portion of the patch is going on,
Peter gets a request to recompile all forms of the GL schema. Peter is not aware that John
is applying the patch, so he starts adadmin in the other session. What will happen in this
case?
 
A. As soon as Peter executes adadmin, the adpatch session gets killed. 
B. As soon as Peter executes adadmin, both adpatch and adadmin sessions get killed. 
C. As soon as Peter executes adadmin, he gets the error  You must be in Maintenance
Mode to run adadmin. 
D. As soon as Peter executes adadmin, he gets the error "You dont have permissions to
execute adadmin as adpatch is 
running." 
E. As soon as Peter executes adadmin and passes all relevant parameters required by
adadmin to generate all GL forms, adpatch will run as 
it was running and adadmin will indicate that "the FND_INSTALL_PROCESSES table
created by AutoPatch already exists." 
 

Answer: E
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The AD Administration task utility Compile APPS Schema is similar to the "Validate APPS
Schema" task, except that instead of just producing a list of invalid objects, it compiles
invalid objects using multiple workers in an attempt to move them back to the valid object
state. This task is most often run when custom packages are moved into the APPS
schema, and during the upgrade process. The "Compile APPS Schema" task can be
toggled to compile all objects or just the invalid objects. Choose three correct benefits of
using this task. (Choose three.)
 
A. increases run-time performance in the applications 
B. corrects all corrupt schema package bodies and headers 
C. finds truly invalid objects before users get a run-time error 
D. allows new custom or patched packages to be immediately validated 
 

Answer: A,C,D

 

 

You are in the midst of applying a patch on an Oracle Applications system when AutoPatch
reports that one of the workers failed and that it requires you to fix this error before
proceeding. Where would you get detailed information about the cause of the worker's
failure?
 
A. adpatch.lgi 
B. adpatch.log 
C. adwrkXXX.log 
D. adworkXXX.log 
E. adworkerXXX.log 
 

Answer: D

 

 

What is the default value of <CONTEXT_NAME>?
 
A. APPS_<SID> 
B. APPS_<HOSTNAME> 
C. <HOSTNAME>_<SID> 
D. <SID>_<HOSTNAME> 
E. APPS<SID>_<HOSTNAME> 
 

Answer: D
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Identify three valid AD utilities for Oracle E-Business Suite R12. (Choose three.)
 
A. admail 
B. adjkey 
C. adident 
D. adsplice 
E. adcontrol 
F. adcfgclon 
G. adlicmgr.sh 
 

Answer: B,C,D

 

 

Which can be patched using the AutoPatch utility? (Choose all that apply.)
 
A. Oracle Database 
B. Oracle Applications 
C. Oracle Application Server 
D. Oracle Development Tools 
 

Answer: B

 

 

Identify the correct statement regarding the AutoPatch utility in R12.
 
A. AutoPatch does not verify the APPL_TOP name. 
B. AutoPatch prompts the user for the SYSTEM and APPS passwords. 
C. AutoPatch does not verify if the system is in maintenance mode or not. 
D. AutoPatch does not verify whether the concurrent programs are installed in the current
APPL_TOP. 
E. AutoPatch does not verify whether it is pointing to the correct database and Applications
technology stack. 
 

Answer: B
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Which three statements are true? (Choose three.)
 
A. Express installation can be used with multi-node installation. 
B. Multi-node installation provides a highly scalable environment. 
C. Shared APPL_TOP is applicable only with multi-node installation. 
D. The load balancing setup window appears during the multi-node installation process. 
E. The rapidwiz -servername <myhost> command can be used during multi-node
installation. 
 

Answer: B,C,D

 

 

Which two statements are correct about multi-node cloning using Rapid Clone
(adcfgclone.pl) for Oracle Applications R12? (Choose two.)
 
A. Rapid Clone cannot be used for cloning if the source system is using a shared file
system. 
B. Post clone must be run first on the application tier node and then on the database node . 
C. Rapid Clone can be used where the source system or the target system is a multi-node
system. 
D. Rapid Clone cannot be used for cloning if the source is using Parallel Concurrent
Processing (PCP). 
E. One copy of the applications node files must be copied to the target system, regardless
of whether a shared file system is being used on the 
source or the target system. 
 

Answer: C,E

 

 

The Cumulative Update 2 (CU2) patch was applied to the test environment. The patch took
a few hours to apply. The Applications DBA was assigned the task of investigating the
changes made by the CU2 patch. The investigation would involve a comparison of the
prepatched development environment and the patched test environment. Which tool should
the Applications DBA use?
 
A. Oracle Enterprise Manager 
B. Oracle Applications Manager 
C. Oracle Discoverer reporting tool 
D. Oracle Business Intelligence products 
E. SQL*Plus program to access the FND tables 
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F. Oracle Applications concurrent request (System Administrator) reports 
 

Answer: B

 

 

Identify the environmental variable that defines to which ORACLE schema the System
Administration responsibility connects.
 
A. GWYID 
B. DBNAM 
C. FNDNAM 
D. FNDCPASS 
E. APPLFENV 
 

Answer: C

 

 

Which three statements are true? (Choose three.)
 
A. adcfgclone.pl must successfully finish on the database tier first. 
B. adcfgclone.pl must successfully finish on the application tier first. 
C. The apps password is required to run adcfgclone.pl on the application tier. 
D. The port pool information is required for running adcfgclone.pl on the database tier. 
E. The system database user password is required to run adcfgclone.pl on the application
tier. 
F. adcfgclone.pl can be run in any sequence. It can be run on the database tier first or on
the application tier first. 
 

Answer: A,C,D

 

 

What are the prerequisites (minimum version) at the operating system level before cloning
an environment in Oracle Applications Release 12?
 
A. tar version 4.x (Minimum) and zip  version 3 (Minimum) 
B. perl  version 5.x (Minimum) and zip  version 2.3 (Minimum) 
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C. gzip  version 2.5 (Minimum) and tar  version 5.0 (Minimum) 
D. gunzip  version 5.x (Minimum) and perl  version 5.x (Minimum) 
E. perl  version 2.3 (Minimum) , zip  version 5.x (Minimum), and gunzip  version 5.x
(Minimum) 
 

Answer: B

 

 

What are the two possible sequences of worker status while a job is being completed by a
worker? (Choose two.)
 
A. Waiting => Assigned => Running => Completed 
B. Assigned => Waiting => Running => Completed 
C. Waiting => Assigned => Running => Failed => Fixed, Restart => Restarted =>
Completed 
D. Assigned => Waiting => Running => Failed => Fixed, Restart => Restarted =>
Completed 
E. Waiting => Assigned => Running => Failed => Fixed, Restart => Restarted => Running
=> Completed 
 

Answer: A,C

 

 

Which command can be used only with a single-node installation?
 
A. rapidwiz  -restart 
B. rapidwiz  -techstack 
C. rapidwiz -servername <myhost> 
D. rapidwiz -silent -config <location of config.txt> 
 

Answer: C

 

 

The Applications DBA is tasked with applying 10 patches for the Accounts Receivable
product. There is no order for applying the patches. According to readme.txt of two
patches, only the database drivers should be applied. These patches are 135792 and
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246813. 
 
 
Review this list of steps that the DBA is considering: 
 
 
A.Merge 8 of the 10 patches, excluding 135792 and 246813. 
 
B.Merge the patches 135792 and 246813. 
 
C.Merge all 10 patches. 
 
D.Apply cmerged1.drv. 
 
E.Apply dmerged1.drv. 
 
F.Apply gmerged1.drv. 
 
G.Apply cmerged2.drv. 
 
H.Apply dmerged2.drv. 
 
I.Apply gmerged2.drv. 
 
J.Apply cmerged.drv. 
 
K.Apply dmerged.drv. 
 
L.Apply gmerged.drv. 
 
M.Rename cmerged.drv as cmerged1.drv. 
 
N.Rename dmerged.drv as dmerged1.drv. 
 
O.Rename gmerged.drv as gmerged1.drv. 
 
P.Rename cmerged.drv as cmerged2.drv. 
 
Q.Rename dmerged.drv as dmerged2.drv. 
 
R.Rename gmerged.drv as gmerged2.drv. 
 
 
Which set of steps would meet the requirement?
 
A. C, J, K, L 
B. B, K, C, J, K, L 
C. A, J, K, L, B, K 
D. A, J, K, L, B, J, K, L 
E. B, N, A, M, N, O, D, E, F 
F. A, M, N, O, B, P, Q, R, D, E, F, G, H, I 
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Answer: C

 

 

Which two tasks can you perform with the Application DBA (AD) Controller utility? (Choose
two.)
 
A. Restart a failed patch. 
B. Review the worker status. 
C. Assign a job to the worker. 
D. Restart a completed worker. 
E. Restart a terminated worker. 
 

Answer: B,E

 

 

You want to run preclone on database tier. You logged in to the database node and
realized that the appsutil directory is missing. Identify the command you use to re-create
appsutil.zip, so that the appsutil directory can be re-created.
 
A. perl <AD_TOP>/bin/admkdbutil.pl 
B. perl <AD_TOP>/bin/admkappsutil.pl 
C. perl <INST_TOP>/appl/bin/admkappsutil.pl 
D. perl <APPL_TOP>/appl/bin/admkappsutil.pl 
 

Answer: B

 

 

You discover that you will be applying an application patch on your APPL_TOP by using
AutoPatch, which contains a compatible feature, the prereq line. To ensure that the
automatic, prerequisite patch-checking feature operates during the application of the patch,
you must run AD Administration, Maintain Snapshot Information, then perform some key
tasks, and then AutoPatch. Select four key Maintain Snapshot Information tasks or
combination of tasks that will ensure that the prerequisite patch-checking feature operates
during the application of the patch. (Choose four.)
 
A. Update a current view snapshot, or create a named snapshot. 
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B. Export a snapshot to a file, and then delete the named snapshot. 
C. Import an up-to-date snapshot from a file from a different APPL_TOP. 
D. List snapshots, delete the named snapshot, and create a named snapshot. 
E. Copy the existing snapshot, delete the named snapshot, and then create a named
snapshot. 
 

Answer: A,C,D,E

 

 

Which command needs to be run to add a new node to an existing system?
 
A. perl adautocfg.pl 
B. perl adaddnode.pl 
C. perl adcfgclone.pl addnode 
D. perl adcfgclone.pl appsTier 
 

Answer: B

 

 

As a database administrator (DBA), you have been trying to apply a maintenance patch,
but it has failed to run successfully to completion. You check the AD Administration log file
for an error. The log file reveals several entries that are generic errors about the inability of
patch codes to have access to product packages from the GL product modules. You
remember that one of the occasions when you should run the Recreate Grants and
Synonyms AD Administration utility is if the patch and the administrative sessions fail to run
successfully to completion. You have found one occasion to use this utility in the case
above. Now choose three other occasions when you would run this process again.
(Choose three.)
 
A. after custom development 
B. when applying a patch to the operating system 
C. after applying a patch to the Applications technology stack 
D. in case of incomplete database migrations (exports or imports) 
E. when installing or maintaining underlying database components or options such as
Replication 
 

Answer: A,D,E
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In Oracle Applications R12, where will you find information regarding minimum or required
settings for database initialization parameters?
 
A. applora.txt 
B. applprod.txt 
C. applcust.txt 
D. adconfig.txt 
E. appl<sid>.txt 
 

Answer: A

 

 

What is the version of the Java Oracle home in Oracle Applications Release 12?
 
A. 10.2 
B. 8.1.7 
C. 8.0.6 
D. 10.1.3 
E. 10.1.2 
 

Answer: D

 

 

In Oracle Applications Release 12, you want to set up your X Display. After changing the
value of the DISPLAY variable in the Context files of the database and application tiers,
which adautocfg.sh files do you execute for these changes to take effect? (Choose two.)
 
A. <INST_TOP>/admin/scripts/adautocfg.sh 
B. <APPL_TOP>/admin/scripts/adautocfg.sh 
C. <COMMON_TOP>/admin/scripts/adautocfg.sh 
D. <RDBMS ORACLE_HOME>/admin/scripts/<CONTEXT_NAME>/adautocfg.sh 
E. <iAS ORACLE_HOME>/appsutil/scripts/<CONTEXT_NAME>/adautocfg.sh 
F. <RDBMS ORACLE_HOME>/appsutil/scripts/<CONTEXT_NAME>/adautocfg.sh 
 

Answer: A,F
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The Oracle Applications R12 database administrator (DBA) runs the "Recreate grants and
synonyms for APPS schema" task by using the adadmin utility when grants or synonyms
are missing from the database. Which three causes are responsible for this? (Choose
three.)
 
A. incomplete database migrations (exports or imports) 
B. patch and administrative sessions that failed to run successfully to completion 
C. invoking PL/SQL routines to maintain multilingual tables by adding missing, untranslated
rows 
D. installing or maintaining Oracle Applications R12 E-Business Suite underlying database
components or options such as Replication 
 

Answer: A,B,D

 

 

Your system crashes while running an Application DBA (AD) utility. Which are the
corrective actions you perform to synchronize the utility status and system status before
restarting the utility? (Choose all that apply.)
 
A. Start the AD patch. 
B. Start AD Controller. 
C. Tell the worker to quit. 
D. Tell the worker to restart a failed job. 
E. Tell the manager that a worker failed its job. 
 

Answer: B,D,E

 

 

You were applying an Oracle Receivables patch to your Oracle Applications system. The
patch failed. Now you want to revert to the older version of the files under the product AR
using the backup copy, which AutoPatch creates, before making any changes to the
existing files. Where would you find these files?
 
A. $AR_TOP/backup/ 
B. $AD_TOP/backup/ar/ 
C. <patch_dir>/backup/ar/ 
D. <patch_dir>/backup/<sys_name>/<appl_top_name>/ar/ 
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Answer: D

 

 

As part of the cloning process, the Applications DBA needs to copy the database tier file
system to the target system. Which step is NOT a part of this cloning process?
 
A. Perform a normal shutdown of the source system database. 
B. Copy the database files from the source to the target system. 
C. Log on to the source system application tier nodes as the oracle user. 
D. Copy the source 10.1.2 and RDBMS Oracle home directory to the target system. 
 

Answer: D

 

 

Users are not able to view the output and the log file of the concurrent request after
completion. There were no changes in the configuration of Oracle Applications. There were
no patches applied. It was determined that not all application tier processes ran
successfully. There was status 1 in one of the scripts. Which action should you take?
 
A. Restart the Web server. 
B. Restart the Forms server. 
C. Restart the Report server. 
D. Restart the Fulfillment server. 
E. Restart the TCF Socket server. 
F. Restart the concurrent managers. 
G. Restart the Applications RPC listener. 
 

Answer: G

 

 

In Oracle Applications Release 12, what are the components used in Oracle Application
Framework? (Choose three.)
 
A. Web Listener 
B. Servlet Engine 
C. Metadata UI Definition 
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D. Business Components for Java (BC4J) 
E. Application Object Library Java (AOL/J) 
 

Answer: C,D,E

 

 

Sam has to apply a patch on his Oracle Applications system. He has already brought down
the services on the application tier. The database tier and the database listener are up and
running. He goes through the readme of the patch and discovers that three prerequisite
patches need to be applied on the system before applying the main patch. Now, Sam
needs to check if these prerequisite patches have already been applied to the system, so
he decides to extract this information from the database. Identify the tables that would help
him in extracting the above information from the database. (Choose all that apply.)
 
A. ad_bugs 
B. fnd_bugs 
C. ad_patches 
D. ad_patches_applied 
E. ad_applied_patches 
 

Answer: A,E

 

 

In your Oracle Applications R12 E-Business Suite implementation, the database is corrupt.
To resolve it, the database Java Virtual Machine (JVM) was reloaded. Identify the type of
problem that may occur and the related correct solution.
 
A. Problem: Many invalid objects are found in the APPS schema. 
Solution: Run the "Validate APPS schema" task by using the adadmin utility. 
B. Problem: All Oracle Applications Java classes are missing. 
Solution: Run the "Reload JAR files to the DB" task by using the adadmin utility. 
C. Problem: The Application screen display does not come up with one of the installed
language characters. 
Solution: Run the "Convert Character set" task by using the adadmin utility. 
D. Problem: The Application window does not show any of the Accounts Receivables data. 
Solution: Use the "Compile/Reload Applications Database Entities" option from the
adadmin utility. 
 

Answer: B
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